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Introduction

In recent years the Islamic Finance Council UK (UKIFC) and the 
Church of Scotland have been engaged in a positive dialogue 
around ethical finance. As the relationship flourished a mutual de-
sire to work collaboratively on a project which brings together the 
best of our respective faiths was identified.

Collectively we believe that existing financial institutions have, in re-
cent years, lost their social conscience. Following the banking crisis 
of 2008, further ongoing scandals of mis-selling payment protec-
tion and interest rate fixing have raised the question if reforms have 
worked.
 
We felt that something had to be done and Scotland, with its proud 
heritage in ethical finance that includes the origins of the savings 
bank movement pioneered by Rev. Henry Duncan of the Church of 
Scotland, was the place to do it.

Therefore in March 2016 we announced a partnership to reflect 
upon how Christian and Muslim communities have supported ethi-
cal finance in the past and examine the practical commercial viabil-
ity of new models which can tackle inequality and poverty.

On announcing the project Rt. Rev Dr Angus Morrison, (former) 
Moderator of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, not-
ed: “In 2012 the Church of Scotland’s special commission on the 
purpose of economic activity identified human flourishing and the 
protection of the planet for future generations as two of the most 
critical purposes for financial interaction. Our current system has 
gone badly wrong, creating massive inequality and the destruction 
of our shared natural resources by money-making machines over-
taking commerce that serves the common good.

“The Christian and Islamic faith traditions share a commitment to 
economic justice and a call to an equal distribution of the gifts of 
God. By collaborating and “putting our money where our morals 
are” we have an opportunity to live out our common values and 
make a tangible change for those most affected by poverty. Active 

concern for our communities is an obligation and we look forward 
to meeting the challenge together.”

The Islamic Finance Council UK (IFC) is inspired by a commitment 
to developing a fairer, more responsible finance system. It has been 
recognised globally for its work in promoting shared values and 
increasing connectivity between ethical and Islamic finance stake-
holders across the UK. For more than 5 years the IFC has been 
leading the debate on ethical finance through a series of events 
based in Edinburgh.

This pioneering initiative is the first time the Church and Islamic 
finance have come together to create an ethical financial solution 
based on shared values and open to all in society, regardless of 
faith or ethnic background.
 
It also sends a positive message of faith groups working together 
presenting a beacon of light in today’s somewhat divided world 
which we hope can inspire others.

After launching the initiative we held the first workshop in May 
2016. It was an honour and privilege to host the esteemed group 
of local and international theologians and scholars. The fascinating 
discussion looked at the theological and philosophical underpin-
nings and the challenges experienced in applying these in practice.

With the permission of those involved we have transcribed the five 
presentations that helped to shape discussions on the day. We 
trust you will find this an informative read which should be read in 
conjunction with the transcript of the 2013 ethical finance roundta-
ble that includes an address from Archbishop Justin Welby (avail-
able at ukifc.com).

Graham Burnside, UKIFC Board Member

Omar Shaikh (UKIFC Board Member) and Rt. Reverend Dr Angus Morrison (2015 
Moderator)
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Shared Values Workshop One

The first Shared Values workshop took place in Dalma-
hoy Hotel and Country Club in Edinburgh on Saturday 
28th May 2016. The themes explored on the day included: 

1. Theological perspectives on ethical finance and just economy

2. Philosophical underpinnings of ethical finance

3. Exploring the use of legal constructs to overcome textural re-
strictions in Christianity and Islam

The keynote presentation was delivered by HH Emir Sanusi II with 
detailed insights shared by Shaykh Ruzwan, Rev. Dr Richard Fraz-
er, Dr Robbie Mochrie and Professor Dr Akram Laldin. This docu-
ment contains the transcripts of their presentations. 
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Bismillahir Rahmani Rahim, Alhamdu lilah wa salatu wa salamu ala 
rasulilah.

I am highly delighted to be here among you this morning for this 
very important workshop held in this beautiful country, it is indeed 
for me a delight to visit Scotland again, and as Omar said it’s been 
very tough as it’s been very close to Ramadan with so many pro-
grammes lined up. I am going to be in the UK twice in 5 days and 
going back tonight and coming back on Tuesday, but it’s extremely 
important I think for me to try and make this, given the significance 
of this not just for ethical finance but for the broader conversation 
among faiths which is required at this time.

The principle underpinning this initiative, the shared values prin-
ciple approach, is a principle which I am highly passionate about 
and in which I have a deep personal interest. The increase of the 
plurality, multiplicity and disintegration of societies in modern times 
places upon us, especially religious and community leaders as well 
as leaders of the financial industry, a moral responsibility and com-
mitment to building bridges between groups, communities and 
nations.
 
Coming from a Muslim background, the Quran teaches us the 
shared values approach from the call together to the common 
word between Muslims and other “people of the book” to impress-
ing the fact there exist among the people of faith knowledge, devo-
tion to God and humility.
 
From pre-Islamic times we read of the ‘Hilful Tayyibeen’, where 
a number of tribes from among the people of Makkah before the 
coming of Islam signed a treaty giving succour to the oppressed, 
a treaty that was known as the “treaty of the perfumed ones”, and 
the Prophet (Peace be upon Him) said after the coming of Islam; “If 
I were called to sign and enter into a similar treaty, I would answer 
the call”.
 
As a multi religious society, Nigeria has a lot to learn, benefit, and 
also contribute from the shared valued principles approach. We 

have had a number of initiatives that sprung from shared values 
principles, like the cooperation between faith groups and interna-
tional development partners in the eradication of polio, the run of 
collaborative programmes to increase tolerance and renounce ex-
tremism and other social and philanthropic projects and activities.

Actually, it was in the course of some of these that I first met the 
Archbishop of Canterbury. He was then Canon Justin Welby at 
Coventry cathedral, and we have been friends since the 1990s. 
We worked together on bringing peace between the Muslims and 
Christians in Kaduna after many years of conflict. I can also see 
Rev. Fearon who was a part of that project and is now here in 
the Church of England, so I do have a strong relationship with the 
Archbishop and will be happy to see him at the House of Lords.  
He was the first to take me to the House of Lords actually when he 
became the Archbishop of Durham and I’ve now had this ongoing 
conversation with him for a long time.

I never got to meet Archbishop Williams, but I do have a book he 
sent to me in which he wrote a handwritten note and I benefited 
a lot from that. Thus, personally it’s a continuation of that kind of 
conversation and I’ll be very happy to try to make the meeting at 
the House of Lords and meet Justin Welby again.
 
An important area of collaboration is the area of modern finance 
with the rapid growth of Islamic finance and the global expansion 
of faith based and ethical finance initiatives and the increasing con-
vergence between them.

There’s a need to come up with a framework underlining the princi-
ples of such a shared values approach. A framework that will lead 
to greater convergence and increase integration in our communi-
ties.  This holds a lot of promise for better life among multicultur-
al communities in several planes of modern life and will enable a 
peaceful co-existence and assist in realising sustainable develop-
ment goals.

His Highness Muhammadu Sanusi II 
Emir of Kano
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From an economic perspective, in a world where over the last three 
decades we have had the ascendancy and wide acceptance of 
what some have called neo-liberalism, it’s time to look very closely 
at the necessary trade-off between growth and equity.

Many parts of the world have had a rapid economic growth, but 
behind those numbers have been increasing levels of inequality, 
increasing levels of poverty and increasing levels of suffering.
 
The idea of free markets combined with a small state has greatly 
skewed growth in favour of a very small minority and the focus 
on reducing deficits and government budgets means that there is 
very little spending now on social welfare schemes. Consequently, 
there is a huge gap that we need to think about which faith and 
religious leaders are having to deal with every day. I am sure all of 
us are finding more and more people falling in to poverty, falling in 
to unemployment, falling in to vulnerability at a time when the sta-

tistics basically show fast growth, low inflation - all the indices that 
are looked at by macro-economists which make our job extremely 
important.

I conclude with good memories of my last visit here and it’s sad in 
fact that seeing this beautiful country, I have to leave it this after-
noon. That means I should plan on the next one and make sure 
that I spend a few days the next time I come. I do hope that we 
have fruitful discussions and I do apologise in advance that I will not 
be able to stay for the dinner. I have to catch my flight tonight for 
meetings tomorrow in Kaduna, but I wish all of us a successful day 
and I do hope that at the end of today we will come up with some-
thing that will lay the foundation for what we are going to achieve. 

Thank you very much.
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Bismillahir Rahmani Rahim, In the name of God, the most merciful, 
thank you for inviting me and I apologise for not be able to be in 
Edinburgh for today’s session, as I’ve got a back problem. One of 
the reasons that I did actually insist on speaking today was the fact 
that, taking a number of different drugs, I find that they don’t work, 
but one thing does get me to focus away from the pain is intellec-
tual pursuit. I remember I was in Yemen in Hadramawt, which is a 
desert area in Yemen and I was afflicted by chicken pox at the age 
of 28 and a kidney infection and I was lying down and somebody 
brought this manuscript in to me and all of a sudden they noticed 
this brought me to life and really intellectual pursuit and speaking 
about very important things is one of the ways that I think we can 
work towards the common good, so it’s a pleasure to be here and 
thank you for inviting me and I give my greetings to all the partici-
pants here today.
 
When myself and Omar Shaikh were putting together a programme 
for the three round tables, one of the things we wanted to do was 
to actually provide something practical, in other words the end re-
sult of this should be a practical product which will help the less 
well off in society.  In the three round tables what we are doing is 
focusing on the past, present and future and today we are looking 
at the past.

In a sense the past is broken in to two very distinct sections.  One 
is the theory or theological and philosophical backdrop to the two 
faith traditions in terms of ethical economy and I’ll be speaking on 
Muslim ethical economy.  The next session will be on how that 
square has been circled and the circle been squared, in other 
words this kind of schism between faith and practice and some-
thing that is there to be constantly rectified.
 
So today I’m going to be talking about three different things: I’m 
going to be talking about the conceptualisation of economy in Is-
lam especially in the period of the Prophet Muhammad, his life and 
the context in which he was speaking and does that give us any 
answer for what ethical economics could be.  From that we find the 
scholars have extracted some specific guidelines and we are going 

to be looking at some practical guidelines for the work of a just 
economy based upon the primary sources of Islamic faith.  Last but 
not least I will try to look at some of the ethical and philosophical 
underpinnings that we can glean from these specific routes. I will 
start with the prophecy, and my specialization is in Islamic law and 
jurisprudence, specifically in the theory of law itself, and one of the 
things that jurists of Islamic law warn is that there’s no one word for 
the Islamic law in Islamic faith.
 
There is the concept of “Fiqh”, which is understanding how we 
practically apply the law and there’s also this overarching concept 
of Sharia. Sharia is almost from a lexical point of view a pathway to-
wards the oasis which gives life. We also have this word called Qa-
nun which is the law, and this is the word which is used nowadays 
in modern Arabic to describe the legal systems that we have. But 
another interesting word that comes up in the traditions is ‘Namus’.

Namus is a Greek word which means the law, but a religious law 
and spiritual law and even in Germany they still have this concept 
‘nomos’ which is in law which over includes philosophy, the philo-
sophical outlook of people, and it is interesting that when Prophet 
Muhammad first received revelation, the first word which we come 
to discuss is the word ‘Namus.’
 
In fact when the prophet received revelation in the first instance he 
was taken to a scholar of the Christian scriptures, and that person 
said to him “you have been visited by the Namus who came to Mo-
ses” and obviously that points to the Namus or this religious term 
which is considered the law itself  as related to the angel Gabriel 
who brings religious law to people.

So it’s interesting that when the prophet became a prophet the first 
kind of interaction he had with any specific practical structuralism, 
if we can use that word, is a connection with law itself and what we 
find in early Islamic literature is that, as Emir Sansusi pointed out, 
the first piece of detail in the Prophet’s life was that he was invited 
to this pact in which an Arab trades person came to Makkah and 
he was swindled out of wealth and he came to the people, the el-

Shaykh Ruzwan Mohammed  
Director, iSylabus
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ders of the Quraysh and the main tribe in Makkah, and asked them 
for justice and they made a pact and at that point the Prophet, who 
was 25 at that time I think, also attended and said that if he is ever 
called to another pact for that sort of, then he will definitely come 
to respond that call.
 
What you find in the Quranic descriptions of ethics and the first kind 
of gleamings of ethical inputs in the economic sphere is incitement 
for people to really become religious in the sense of actually having 
a practical impact in society, so one of the verses of the Quran that 
talks about this theme of economic justice is the verse in the chap-
ter called Ma’un, which is translated as neighbourly needs. The 
Quran says: ‘Have you seen him who denies the Religion? That 
the same one repulses the orphan (harshly), and doesn’t give them 
help and encourages not the feeding of the poor, So woe be upon 
those worshippers who are neglectful of their prayers.’
 
What is interesting is that the first point of that chapter of the Quran 
is actually telling people that the way you pray and the way that 
you practice your faith is one thing, but the way you manifest it 
is in helping people and at the end of that chapter it talks about 
providing for neighbourly needs.  It indicates the idea of justice and 
when we look at it in the Islamic tradition earlier on we do find that 
this law, ‘Namus’ law, is something which is important. And when 
the Prophet came to Medina one of the things we find is that he 
established systems to allow justice to flourish and one of the first 
things he did was created a mosque i.e. a worshipping place. The 
second interesting thing that people mention is that he created an 
open market, which related to the fact that people came to trade at 
the centre of this city, without having specific individuals having the 
prerogative of having a space in the market place to the detriment 
of other people. So the creation of an open market was actually the 
second main task of the Prophet, which he did when he arrived in 
the city of Medina.
 
This is why in any Muslim country, right next to the central mosque 
you will find a massive open space which is the market place, and 
if you go to Nigeria or if you go to Saudi Arabia or Damascus in 

Syria you will find exactly the same thing. You will find the mosque 
and right next to it the market place. In the market place interest-
ingly enough the prophet did create a space to actually make sure 
that the place was properly regulated. And also we find that many 
narrations mention that he prayed and made supplications about 
the weights and measures of the city of Medina, in other words the 
economic prosperity of the city itself. 

So you find that early on, it was found that prophet Muhammad 
did have intent to create a duality between spirituality and also 
worldly transparency, at one and the same time, and there never 
seems to be disconnect between the two. But when you look at 
the practical guidelines and the practical steps which were taken to 
create a just society we do find that as a basic of Islamic law, every 
single transaction that you can think of is permitted under Islamic 
law unless proven otherwise. So in a sense, if you want to create 
prosperity, you want to create employment, you want to create a 
flourishing economy as mentioned previously, you have everything 
at your disposal to do that, but one of the things which Islamic faith 
does is point out specific practices that will stifle this flourishing, so 
if you imagine a society that is flourishing there are things that will 
stifle that and cut back the propensity of society to reach its proper 
potential.
 
Now, there’s two specific things mentioned in this context. One is 
called ‘ribaa’ in Arabic which is generally translated as interest or 
usury - this is the more pertinent translation of that. The other thing 
is ‘gharar’. ‘Gharar’ in Arabic means uncertainty. So uncertainty 
and this idea of usury/interest is probably the two main things that 
are proscribed in the practical working of the Islamic economy. And 
it’s interesting that, as we talked about in the last meeting which we 
had with the Moderator of the Church of Scotland when we were 
launching the document between the Islamic Finance Council and 
Church of Scotland, , a lot of people who belong to the Muslim 
faith are very vocal on their call for Jihad, but the only thing which is 
mentioned in the Quran upon which God declares war interestingly 
enough is usury and ‘riba’. Nothing else, because I’ve scoured the 
Islamic tradition to look for specific texts that talk about war and 
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God declaring war upon something. The only thing that God de-
clares war upon in specific Quranic texts is this activity of usury and 
obviously the ethical disruption that this causes to society.
 
Imam Ghazali was one of our most important medieval scholars, 
and if you think of Thomas Aquinas he is almost a parallel to him in 
terms of his importance in the Islamic Faith, who talks about riba 
and interest and what it does and what it precipitates within society. 
In one of his most famous works - Ihya’ ulum al-din - he says that 
interest is prohibited as it channels individuals away from undertak-
ing direct and productive economic activity, so when a person pos-
sessing capital can earn more through riba or usury, through either 
immediate or deferred transactions, it becomes more appealing 
to him to earn money on the basis of riba or interest thereby not 
engendering the uncertainty of real economic activity.
 
It’s interesting that he talks about real economic activity juxtaposed 
to this activity of usury/riba and then he actually explains what the 
underlying reason for this is. He says “this hampers wider interests 
of mankind which cannot be safeguarded without the practice of 
real commerce, industry and construction”. So in a sense, if you are 
looking at the theoretical backdrop to Islamic and ethical economy, 
this small section in Imam Ghazalis seminal work actually puts the 
finger on the pulse of what creates economic prosperity. He says 
that economic prosperity has to be based upon real commerce, 
real industry and real construction and, in a sense, juxtaposes that 
to the process of creating money out of nothing.
 
So, ‘riba’ is probably the most widely known and understood con-
cept in Islamic ethical finance. The second is uncertainty, in Arabic 
‘Gharar’, and is probably the second most important. In fact if you 
speak about the etymology of the word itself in Arabic, it actually 
represents something that is beautiful but which is rotten at the 
core. In fact if we go to dictionaries in Arabic, we find that this word 
is related to a fruit which you think is beneficial and you eat but as 
soon as you open it up it’s rotten to the core.

In a sense what’s been talked about here is a transaction which 
seems to be something that would create prosperity but will lead 
to dispute. And if you look at Ibn Tahmiyyah, another great scholar 
who would look into the practical and theoretical aspects of Islamic 
finance, he would say that this ‘gharar’ leads to dispute, hatred and 
the appropriation of wealth of others unethically. So the fact that 
you enter into an agreement where it’s not sure what you’re buying 
or selling, all those things will really undercut any intention in society 
to create an ethical and flourishing economy.  
 
The last point which I wanted to talk about today was the ethical 
and philosophical underpinnings of the Islamic economic structure 
as formulated by scholars. I want to point out three things here. 
First, that if you look at the economic principles and precepts that 
we do have, you find a very specific teleology and purpose to words 
in the rulings themselves. Imam Juwayni says that “whoever is not 
observant of the higher intents and commands and prohibitions 

has no foresight into the law at all”. In other words, if you really want 
to understand what God wants from you, you have to understand 
that there’s an intent in the law and there’s a specific teleology 
within the law which points you towards a very specific thing.
 
And that specific thing is actually what we understand to be the 
core values of Islamic law. Why those are interesting is because 
they are referred to as the 5 core principles of Islamic law. And 
in fact they are not just principles of Islamic law, because when 
Islamic law was formulated they made sure that they did underline 
the fact that these were shared values not between just the Muslim 
community but they actually went outside to other faiths as well. 
So if you look at the great scholar Imam Shatibi, he talks about and 
describes the entire Muslim community and then he says all the 
religious communities and groups agreed that religious law was 
instituted for the protection of five essential aims and focuses: the 
protection of religion and the promotion of religion; the protection 
of life and the promotion of life; the protection of your progeny and 
the promotion of your progeny; the protection of wealth and the 
promotion of the creation of wealth;  and the protection of reason 
and promotion of reason. These five values are understood to be 
core values not just for the Muslim faith but also should be shared 
with all people of faiths and even people of no faith.
 
And I think from the Muslims scholars who always say that there is 
common good that is attainable within societies, probably the third 
thing I would mention in terms of the philosophical under-pinnings 
of an Islamic economy is this idea of common good – in Arabic 
‘maslaha’ and this is specifically not just the good of Muslim com-
munities but the good of all communities. And in the context of 
these round tables I think there definitely is something which every 
person of faith can bring to this table in terms of practically creating 
a ‘just’ financial system at a time when the ‘just’ financial system 
is considered as the holy grail of 21st century human civilization. 

So creating a common good is something that our scholars talked 
about in the past but interestingly enough if we put it into the con-
text of deontological ethics they prescribe specific rulings to be 
followed and these rulings have an interest which is a common in-
terest and a common good, so I will finish off with a quote from Ibn 
Abdul-Salam, a contemporary of Maimonides, who says that ‘the 
law is nothing but the realisation of the common good’.  So when 
Muslims think of what is the purpose of Islamic law, it can actually 
be summarised in this one thing that he mentioned in the 12th cen-
tury, ‘that the law is nothing other than the realization of common 
good either through repulsing something which is harmful or ac-
cruing benefit’. He says ‘If you hear God say “O you who believe” 
(this is something which appears in the Quran again and again) “if 
you reflect over his advice you will find that either He exhorts you 
to do something good or warns you from some evil, or else both. 
He makes clear in His book what acts are harmful as a means to 
exhort people to turn away from them, clarifying that which is mer-
itorious or in other words are a source to promote what is good’. 
It actually mirrors Kant on the categorical imperative of. Emmanuel 

Shaykh Ruzwan Mohammed  
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Kant stated that you should never do something unless it is an act 
which you could create as a universal law. And from that realisa-
tion, you can speak highly of the fact that judicial systems really do 
have a shared ethical intent when we are talking in the round tables 
on the theory and practice of our legal systems and our philosoph-
ical struggles that we have in our faith. 

It’s interesting that when I used to study Islamic commercial law 
with one of my teachers in Syria, Omar Misri, and when we started 
reading the book on Islamic finance and transactions he took a 
step back and said “today we are going to start a study of histo-
ry” almost as if he was presenting the love of Islamic finance as 
something of historical interest, as if to say it doesn’t normally exist 
because the way that the economy exists nowadays is far removed 

from that. In a sense we do feel sometimes when we speak of 
ethical finance and the need to create ethical finance that this is 
something unattainable because of the fact that society has gone 
down a completely different route, but I think the more that we de-
velop as communities and societies, the more we see the common 
issues that are at the core of our social and economic woes, we 
find that there are gems within our faith traditions: scholarship and 
ideas and maxims, that we should bring to the fore and present to 
the public sphere. 
 
It was a pleasure to have spoken to you and set out my ideas and 
I was covering the backdrop to the theory of Islamic Finance, so 
thank you very much.
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Thank you for this opportunity.  It has been fascinating hearing the 
previous presentations and discovering so many things that chime 
with some of the thinking that we do within the Christian tradition 
about the issues of money, economy and human flourishing and I 
thought, when we heard that maxims are good to hear, I would be-
gin what I want to say with a quote from Benjamin Franklin and his 
reflection on money.  He says, “Money can help you get medicine 
but not health, money can help you get soft pillows but not a sound 
sleep, money can help you get material comforts but not eternal 
bliss, money can help you get ornaments but not beauty, money 
will help you to get an electric ear phone but not natural hearing – 
which really surprised me that Benjamin Franklin knew about the 
electric ear phone – Attain the supreme wealth, wisdom, and you 
will have everything”.

I think that’s a good maxim with which we can start thinking about 
these kinds of issues. Money is a tool, it is a useful, but illusory 
mechanism and the important issue I want to spend time reflecting 
on are the spiritual values that surround our consideration of mon-
ey and economic activity. I come to this forum as someone who is 
the least qualified to be speaking at an event like this, as a parish 
Minister of the Church of Scotland. I am neither an economist nor 
an expert in finance. But I have spent many years of my ministry 
working alongside people who have had profound experiences of 
poverty, inequality and injustice. At Greyfriars Kirk in Edinburgh, 
a focus of my ministry over the last 14 years has been walking 
alongside some of our most vulnerable citizens in the heart of the 
city and listening to the economic and social challenges people 
face at the grassroots because they have had experience of home-
lessness, long –term unemployment, or have suffered from mental 
illness, addiction or else just find themselves without the support 
and nurturing networks that most of us are lucky enough to take 
for granted. As a result, an agenda of concerns has emerged from 
a ministry focussed on the poor and the voiceless and how those 
relate to and can be interpreted through the lens of our Christian 
faith. Let me just highlight what some of these are: 

The issue of poverty. Jesus said that the poor are always with us. 
As he ministered around the rural communities of the Galilee, he 
was almost always found in the company of the poorest and most 
vulnerable. I have often wondered why that might be. Certainly, 
poverty and inequality were circumstances that he wanted to chal-
lenge, but I believe that Jesus also knew that the poor and those 
who have experienced hardship often speak words of wisdom that 
are worth hearing. In other words he drew attention to the poor, 
because what they spoke about often made sense. So, whilst of 
course, poverty should be seen as a scandal in a wealthy world, it 
is the voice of the poor to which Jesus directs his listeners. 

We are all committed to lifting the poor out of poverty and there 
has been an assumption that some have called the “trickle-down” 
theory of economics, the idea that the more economic wealth that 
you generate the more likely you are to change the circumstances 
of the poorest. Some people would say that what actually goes on 
is not so much a “trickle-down” as a “flood-up” as the rich appear 
to get richer and those who live in poverty seem to get poorer 
(especially in terms of environmental degradation, proxy wars and 
loss of cultural identity). 

We see this all around us and simply because economic activity 
takes place, and the Emir spoke about this in his presentation, 
the figures do not necessarily show that the benefits of economic 
growth flow down and lift people out of poverty. I read recently 
that the 80 wealthiest people on the planet, who could all fit into 
one double decker bus, have more wealth between them than the 
poorest 3.5 billion people, which is half the current global popula-
tion. The wise questions that the poor ask, are not just, “how can I 
become like a rich man”, but what are the things that really matter 
in order to make life liveable and safe and enable human flourish-
ing? The poor will often speak of what makes for a good life before 
simply seeking to be like their rich neighbours whose lives are not 
necessarily good just because they have financial prosperity. These 
are profound questions that run far deeper than purely economic 
development and they are the questions that the poor are challeng-
ing the rich world with, if only we are prepared to listen.

Reverend Dr Richard Frazer 
Convener of the Church of Scotland’s Church and Society Council
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Another agenda of concern that Christians have within the Church 
of Scotland is the issue of climate change. I’m sometimes nervous 
about using that phrase, because I think there are still quite a lot 
of people who are climate change deniers.  There are still issues 
around the science of all that, but if you frame what people are 
concerned about in terms of loss of habitat and in terms of loss of 
species and bio-diversity and poor stewardship of land then the 
science is irrefutable. We do have enormous challenges to face in a 
world with over 7 billion people in the planet (due to rise to 9 billion 
by 2050). A writer on agriculture put it that if everyone in the world 
wished to consume at the same level as the people of America do, 
who require something in the region of 22 acres of good agricultur-
al land to provide for their needs, we would need three additional 
planets. There simply isn’t enough to go around. An Indian theolo-
gian I heard once re-framed the Lord’s Prayer saying “lead us not 
into imitation” instead of “temptation”.

One of the other agendas of concern is the issue of co-existing and 
peace making and there is a profound difference between peace 
keeping and peace making and what is required of us in terms of 
sacrifice, generosity of spirit and mutual understanding to make 
peace in what is a very troubled world. How do we get beyond the 
idea of ideological struggle that sets people at odds and find that 
common ground in which people with different beliefs can come 
together and talk more about what they share than that which di-
vides them? For us in the Church of Scotland, this exercise in mu-
tual learning and cooperation between ourselves and the Islamic 
Finance Council has the potential to send a very hopeful signal to 
the world  that goes far deeper than just creating financial models 
that might be beneficial to people. It tells the world that people of 
differing faith traditions have much that unites them in terms of 
justice and human flourishing.  

So those are very briefly three areas of concern that we in the 
Church of Scotland wrestle with and what I would like to do now 
is to look at some of these issues by telling a few biblical stories. 

In our tradition, the idea of justice is something that comes down to 
us from the very origins of our faith, long before the establishment 
of Islam, long before the establishment of Christianity, so let me just 
read a wee message from the prophet Jeremiah: 

“Shame on the man who builds his home by unjust means and 
completes his roof chamber by fraud, making his countrymen work 
without payment, giving them no wage for their labour! Shame on 
the man who says, “I will build a spacious house with airy roof 
chambers, set windows in it and panel it with cedar and paint it 
with vermillion”. If your cedar is more splendid does that prove you 
are king? Think of your father: he ate and drank, dealt justly and 
fairly, all went well with him, he dispensed justice to the lowly and 
poor and did this not show he knew me?” Says the Lord. “But you 
have no eyes, no thought for anything but gain, set only on the 
innocent blood you can shed and cruel acts of tyranny”. Jeremiah 
22: 13 – 17.

Some people wonder whether the word ‘‘gain’ is really strong 
enough for that condemnation from Jeremiah, that it’s not just gain 
he’s talking about, it’s lust, greed, a sense of being unmoved by 
the needs of your fellow men.

So that tradition of the call for justice goes all the way back to the 
most ancient texts that we Christians revere. But there’s another 
theological theme that I think is beginning to emerge for us with-
in Christianity that maybe has not had the kind of treatment and 
thinking that it deserves, and it’s what might be described as a the-
ology of sufficiency.  There’s a wonderful text from one of St. Paul’s 
letters to the Philippians. He writes, “Let you’re your moderation 
be known to all”.  We Scots Presbyterians think we know what 
moderation means, being sober, serious, upright, decent and hon-
ourable and not living to excess. And, of course, all of these virtues 
are worth considering. But what does it really mean not to live to 
excess and to exercise moderation? I think what that means is not 
living in such a way that others go without, not living in such a way 
that you threaten the viability of human civilization. It means a kind 
of “fitting in” on a very human scale, and it has to be said that some 
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of the people who occupy that bus I spoke of earlier might as well 
live on another planet! Their lives simply do not correspond either 
to the needs of their fellow citizens, or to the needs of the planet. 

And let me quote what St. Paul says when he talks about this 
theme of sufficiency, reflecting on when enough is enough.  He 
says, “There’s no question of relieving others at the cost of hard-
ship to yourselves, it’s a question of equality; at the moment your 
surplus meets their need, but one day your need may be met from 
their surplus. The aim is equality, as scripture has it – “the man who 
got much had no more than enough, and the man who got little did 
not go short”. II Corinthians 8: 15.

It seems to me, I think personally, that we are wrestling within our 
Christian tradition with a mistaken assumption that we have made 
for many, many centuries that the world is endlessly fruitful, that we 
could go on using it and exploiting its resources and it would con-
tinue to flourish without our needing to attend to its needs, without 
recognising there are limits to growth. The risk is that as our human 
population grows and as we use up more and more of our land 
and resources, we find ourselves losing species and biodiversity, 
putting an intolerable strain of the land, the seas and the air we 
need, and, as it were, fouling our own nest. So within our tradi-
tion, I believe we need to begin to reflect a little bit more on what I 
would loosely characterise as the ‘theology of sufficiency’. When is 
enough, enough?  

This is about justice, not just for people but for the planet and the 
species that we share the planet with, so that people are not op-
pressed, are not unjustly treated, have sufficient, have the opportu-
nity for human flourishing. We need collectively to find the wisdom 
to sustain human flourishing and civilisation and to sustain that 
which God has made, which include all the bio-diverse species 
many of which are diminishing rapidly in our planet. I believe that 
we can best do that by sharing at the deepest level the wisdom of 
our various spiritual and religious traditions and weaving that into 
the best of our science and understanding of economics alongside 
those ideas of justice that we share in common.

There is a third thing which comes very, very strongly within our 
Scottish Presbyterian tradition and we have heard Omar speak 
about the Rev Henry Duncan, a Church of Scotland minister and 
former banker, who in the 19th century set up the first savings bank 
in his Dumfriesshire parish. He realised that most of his parishion-
ers simply did not have enough money to open a bank account, 
but he was determined to encourage people to use their money 
wisely. So, he began a savings bank in the front room of his manse 
in the parish of Ruthwell! 

There is within our Presbyterian tradition a wonderful tradition, for 
which I think the word- ‘thrift’ best defines it. Thrift is about shared 
values and about inculcating values into our financial actions.  To 
give an illustration, and I am no expert on banking and mortgages 
at all, but one of the things that seems to have brought down the 

financial crash of 2008 was the subprime mortgage scandal. Lend-
ing people money without an expectation that they might be in a 
position to repay was deeply irresponsible. Thrift requires a moral 
compass as well financial acumen and it is built on relationships 
and shared values. It is surely not a responsible and sensible way 
of entering into a financial contract with another person if you only 
wish to extract money from them and have no confidence, or in-
deed knowledge, of their ability to sustain the financial relationship 
into which you enter.  A lot of this bad debt was sold on to banks 
in other parts of the world, and when they opened it, just like that a 
rotten apple in a sack, it affected the entire system, and eight years 
on our banks are still recovering.  

So one of the things that I think is really important in reimagining 
the financial system is to rethink those ideas of relationship and 
to reimagine and re- appropriate all these noble words from the 
19th Century like mutuality, friendly society, prudence and trust – all 
words associated with some of the great financial institutions that 
had their origins in 19th century Scotland and whose names speak 
of the values that were attached to their foundation. 

There’s a young man that I knew as a Minister some years ago, he 
was about twelve when he started taking heroin and within a cou-
ple of years he had managed to persuade or force his single mother 
to be a regular heroin addict too. In order to find the money to feed 
that habit, he became a criminal, breaking into people’s homes to 
steal items to sell so he could get a shot of heroin, but then he dis-
covered something that he was really quite good at and that was 
dealing in heroin. He became quite successful and made a lot of 
money in just this small area of dealing with heroin, but of course, 
he ended up in jail. I was having a conversation with his mum one 
day and I said, “You know, wouldn’t it be wonderful if Matthew 
could use this talent as an entrepreneur in dealing with something 
better than heroin?” So I told her about a man I knew not that far 
away who had started an organic garden to grow vegetables but 
in an urban context. Matthew’s mum phoned a few weeks later 
saying she had just seen Matthew walking down the street with 
a bag of potatoes over his shoulder. He had taken this wayward, 
utterly unstructured life and turned it to a good purpose. Instead 
of dealing with heroin he was dealing in vegetables. I thought that 
was a wonderful thing. 

As a result of the gigantism of our global networks, one of the 
things that is missing from our financial system is this idea of ‘rela-
tionship’. The idea of inculcating shared values. One of the things 
that really comes out in my somewhat limited reading of the works 
of people like Henry Duncan is this idea that behind the financial 
instruments and systems that he was devising was the idea of re-
lationship and shared values. I think it’s really important and ex-
citing that through this exploration together, we have discovered 
shared values about human flourishing and the kind of economy 
that works, but within that we also have something very important 
emerging in our recognition that relationships matter within our fi-
nancial services. IFC is leading the way and there is something very 

Reverend Dr Richard Frazer 
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special about the fact that much of the inspiration might come from 
faith based financial activities that were pioneered in Scotland in 
the 19th century.

What I want to do by way of conclusion is just to read a little reflec-
tion by a man who has been a great inspiration to me, E.F. Schu-
macher. He wrote a wonderful little book called ‘Small is Beautiful’ 
which I’m sure some of you have heard of. This was written in the 
1970s but it’s one of those books that is ahead of its time and is 
wisdom for the 21st century.  

Jesus spoke about the kingdom of God about the idea of not just a 
place beyond life but a place in life, a way of living together in com-
munity and Fritz Schumacher reflected throughout his life on what 
the kingdom might look like in terms of the way people relate to 
one another, the way in which people work together and treat the 
planet, the way in which people engage in economy. This is what 
he says, “There has never been a time in any society in any part of 
the world without its sages and teachers to challenge materialism 
and plead for a different order of priorities. The languages have dif-
fered, the symbols have varied, yet the message has always been 
the same – seek ye first the kingdom of God and these things, the 
material things which you also need, shall be added unto you. They 
shall be added to you we’ve been told here on earth where we 
need them not simply in an afterlife beyond our imagination. Today 
however this message reaches us not solely from the sages and 

saints, but from the actual course of physical events. It speaks to 
us in the language of terrorism, genocide, breakdown, pollution, 
exhaustion.” E.F. Schumacher, Small is Beautiful – A Study of Eco-
nomics as if People Mattered, Abacus Books, 1974, p 246.

Now, this was written in 1974. There are many writers and thinkers 
who are a generation or so ahead of their time and E F Schumach-
er was one of them. We live in a unique period of convergence, 
globalisation of the economies of the world and the realisation of 
the fragility of the planet on which our civilization depends. It has 
become apparent that there’s not only a promise but also a threat 
in these astonishing words about the Kingdom of God. The threat 
that unless you seek first the kingdom of God and by that I mean 
those values of justice, integrity and fairness, these other things 
which you also need, prosperity, comfort and a healthy environ-
ment, will cease to be available to you. 

So what I’ve tried to do very briefly is frame what I think are our 
agenda concerns from a Christian perspective. The challenge of 
justice, the challenge of poverty and human flourishing and the 
challenge of inculcating and reimagining values at the heart of our 
economic activity. So I hope that’s something of a contribution and 
that my Christian colleagues don’t think I’m completely off the mark 
here. 

Thank you. 
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I should perhaps explain that I am a late substitute, as you were 
supposed to have Charles Munn, who is the savings bank expert 
in Scotland, talk now. That is not my area of expertise. Although I 
could speak very comfortably for about 15 minutes about 18th and 
19th century financial developments in Scotland, it’s not actually 
the topic that I want to talk about.  I want to go back much further 
into intellectual history and also, I suppose, into the history of Chris-
tianity. I want to go back to the 13th century which is a particularly 
interesting time in Western European history. Economic historians 
sometimes talk about the period between about 1170 and 1347 
when the Black Death hit Europe as the long 13th century. This is 
the first time since the fall of the Roman empire that there’s eco-
nomic growth in Western Europe.

I think some of the things we have touched upon in this morning’s 
session are about how growth is important, and sufficiency is im-
portant. I think it’s also important for us to realise that this idea of 
economic growth is something which is relatively unusual in human 
experience. If we go back to 1759, Adam Smith writing ‘Theory of 
Moral Sentiments’, or 1776 – ‘The Wealth of Nations’, you will find 
very little discussion of economic growth as a long term sustained 
phenomenon. It just was not something which came into the expe-
rience of people in that period. Parson Malthus writing right at the 
end of the 18th century argued famously that when the population 
expands, wages are going to be depressed. Again there’s nothing 
about economic growth within these theories. The reason for this 
is actually quite simple: it was not something that occurred over 
the long run. People were not used to seeing sustained economic 
growth. 

Quite often economic historians talk if we are looking at time series 
of economic variables such as global GDP, global population about 
something called the ‘hockey stick’. We move along the handle of 
the hockey stick all the way until really the end of the 18th centu-
ry, maybe a little earlier in the Netherlands or England, certainly 
at the end of the 18th century in Scotland, a little later in most of 
continental Europe, still not off the handle in many areas in devel-
oping countries, but the curve of the hockey stick is when suddenly 

growth increases from perhaps 0.1% per year to maybe 1.5% per 
year in the 19th century. That is enough to spark a change in the 
nature of social relations. If we look at what has happened in China 
in the last few years, the last three decades, growth of 10% per 
year, that actually demonstrates the capacity that we have to trans-
form economic systems over a very short period. 

I think that many of the issues we are looking at in this project come 
back to the question of, ‘How do we manage these questions of 
economic growth?’ Going back to the 13th century and asking 
what can we learn from it that is going to be interesting and useful 
to the challenges we face in the 21st century, may not seem entire-
ly obvious. There are good reasons for doing this however, particu-
larly in the context of interfaith dialogue. We have heard mention of 
Thomas Aquinas, three years after his death, Archbishop Tempier 
of Paris, submitted 70 propositions that he had found in Aquinas’s 
Summa Theologica to the inquisition, to determine whether they 
were orthodox or whether they were in fact so influenced by Mus-
lim thinking that they should be treated as heretical within Christian 
thought. 

Aquinas was responding in large part to Muslim interpretation of 
Greek philosophy and one particular philosopher, Aristotle. One of 
the things which I found particularly interesting today in terms of 
Muslim texts is that the text is treated as being essentially complete 
in itself. Now one of the things which Aquinas is already starting to 
think about is that if we are looking at Holy Scripture, we actually 
have to think about it in a different way. We actually have to under-
stand the context in which it emerged. We have to interpret it in 
the light of other interpretations and when we look at the reasons 
for going back to Greek philosophy, it was because it was new 
thought for people in the West. Until the middle of the 13th century, 
Aristotle’s Greek texts were lost to people in Western Europe. We 
did not have the ability to translate Greek into Latin and that ability 
was recovered partly from connection with the Greek speaking part 
of the Roman empire again but also from contacts with places and 
areas such as cities of Andalusia and Cordoba.

Dr Robbie Mochrie 
Associate Professor of Economics at Heriot-Watt University
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So what we have is a period of considerable cultural change as well 
as a period of economic growth and actually the two go togeth-
er. Cultural change means new knowledge coming into Europe.  
For example, we might note the development of windmills, a new 
source of renewable energy at that time, coming from Andalusia. 
Historians have looked at the diffusion of this invention, and we can 
see gradually progressing North.   

If you have read Dan Brown’s ‘Da Vinci Code’ you will have come 
across the Cathars. We know very little about them other than they 
were suppressed by the Catholic church during the sixth crusade. 
We have some records from trials from which we can actually work 
out what they believed but we have no actual written records of 
their own. Among other groups, such as The Poor Men of Lyons, 
and the Waldensians, we start to see Christians at this time starting 
to think about what it means to be Christian. 

The innovation here is that we are actually seeing distinct groups. 
Until this time there was assumed to be a monopoly of interpre-
tation of Scripture by the Church. (And so we see new definitions 
of heresy, too.) The most important of these groups is the one I’m 
going to concentrate on today, the Franciscans.

Now there are particularly good reasons for concentrating on the 
Franciscans at the moment since the Pope has chosen that name.   
When he was elected Pope and announced his name was Francis, 
since he is a Jesuit, some thought he was calling himself after Fran-
cis Xavier, But no, he has gone back to  Francesco Bordenone, il 
poverello, the poor man. Francis’ theology is very interesting as it 
assumes the voluntary assumption of poverty. 

Throughout the 13th century there was a very powerful debate be-
tween the Franciscans, who were by this stage one of the largest 
orders within Christendom, and other priestly orders because the 
Franciscans said poverty is an evangelical command – they insist-
ed that the ‘religious’ are required to give up their possessions. We 
have talked about what is sufficiency – to a Franciscan, sufficiency 
was two tunics, greed was five tunics. St Francis at one point was 

visiting his brothers in Bologna and the brothers said, “Come to our 
house.” He threw them out of it, “Because you said it’s your house.  
No: it’s the house that you are living in, not your house”. This ties 
in with what we have been talking about in terms of corruption 
because what we see in this particular theory of property (and this 
is not specifically Franciscan, this is orthodox Scholastic thought 
about property) is that property rights were entirely contingent. So 
property rights are dependent on their right use.

I’m not thinking of Aquinas at the moment but the great Scottish 
theologian John Duns Scotus, who emphasises very much the pa-
cific use of property. He emphasises that rights of property are 
contingent and exist to prevent expropriation of property. He would 
also say that the standard assumption is that property has to be 
used for good purposes and if it is not being used for good pur-
poses then society has the right to claim it and use it. A standard 
scholastic formulation was that property is private in terms of own-
ership, but should be considered common in terms of use.

Effectively what we are saying, and this is a word that I’m surprised 
hasn’t come up already today– what we are talking about is stew-
ardship, not actually the ownership of the property. When I talked 
about this presentation with Omar, he asked if I could refer back 
to the Holy Scriptures and if I could perhaps give some account 
of these., Having carefully made notes I have left them at home 
In terms of the New Testament, there was one important text – 
Luke chapter 6, verse 35 - which I’ll construe as ‘give without any 
expectation of return’. This you can interpret in terms of the defi-
nition of property that we have been looking at. It was intended to 
ensure that property would actually be used for purposes of com-
mon good. If you see someone in need then you give them your 
property. If they are able to return it then that is good. But coming 
out of the earlier discussion, this text was used for long periods of 
Christian history to argue against any taking of interest (although I 
would have to say that if you look at the arguments that actually 
use it closely, they tend to be much more Aristotelian in nature 
rather than simply relying on Christian texts).
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In the period we are looking at, I have emphasised the recovery of 
Greek thought and to that should be added Patristic theology and 
also Roman law. Another element in which use of property was 
argued to be contingent was the Roman “ius necessitatis”, which 
says that if someone is so poor that they are unable to survive 
themselves, since the first duty that any person has is to ensure 
their own survival, if that can only be done by stealing, then it is not 
theft, but instead justifiable alienation. 

Within all of these arguments we find particular rules as to what 
property is and how it is to be managed. Also coming from Aristotle 
is an understanding of economic activity which is based very firmly 
within the cardinal virtues. The first of these is practical wisdom 
and we are talking about a project in which we try to have some 
clear definition or outcome that we can point to and say here is 
some practical wisdom which is put in place. The second one, 
temperance, then reading Smith on ‘Moral Sentiments’, as one of 
the group of what is sometimes called the Christian Stoics working 
in Edinburgh in the 18th century, it’s clear that although he does 
not think of temperance as a master virtue that should be pursued 
to the exclusion all else, it’s very clear that he thinks temperance 
is perhaps the most important of the virtues to pursue. It is the 
willingness to defer gain, to defer pleasure now to be able to enjoy 
gain in the future.

The third one is traditionally called ‘courage’ but I think for the pur-
poses of economic activity might be better called ‘fortitude’ and 
this was particularly important in Christian history or Christian so-
ciety relatively recently was the 1825 financial crisis. Anyone who 
has a Bank of Scotland bank note will have a picture of Sir Walter 
Scott on it. Scott was sequestrated by the Bank of Scotland be-
cause he guaranteed his publisher’s debts. How Scott responded 
to that was to write the Waverley Novels. Between 1825 and his 
death in 1831 he effectively worked himself to death. But he died 
free of debt. 

In the same way, if you read Mrs Gaskell’s novel ‘North and South’, 
at its centre is John Thornton.  In response to his father’s shameful 
suicide when he dies a bankrupt, Thornton build up his financial 
business and himself goes through financial difficulties but re-es-
tablishes himself as a prosperous businessman. In these exam-
ples, we see the 19th century moral approach to how people in 
business should respond to situations of financial crisis. 

Very different to what we saw in the 2008 financial crisis where 
I heard one regulator describe the response of British banks as 
being ‘the murder on the Orient Express’ excuse, which was when 
boards were asked– “Who actually made the decisions?”. Every 
director pointing their colleagues, “They did.” Nobody took respon-
sibility themselves. I think that in moral terms that tells us as much 
as anything other evidence.

The last of the virtues, which perhaps is the most important one for 
our discussions for today, and it  is the idea of justice. It is justice 

which rules out the possibility of taking interest because on both 
sides there has to equality. Now Duns Scotus and Aquinas thought 
carefully about what this meant: there should be equality on both 
sides, but are thinking about equality in exchange or else about 
equality of benefits, because they could see this as the solution 
to the problem known as ‘the water-diamond paradox’, which Ar-
istotle posed first of all - if water is essential to life then why are 
diamonds more valuable? The modern economic explanation that 
we give is in terms of marginal utilities.

Well that is the modern explanation and while they don’t use the 
language but certainly the scholastics in the 13th century under-
stood the argument, that what is important in exchange is that al-
though water is extremely valuable when there is little available, so 
that you’re the first drop of water is extremely valuable, the addi-
tional value of having more water quickly drops, whereas the value 
of the diamond is always going to be high as they are very rare.  

So, there are many ways in which we can approach this question 
of equality but the issues of equality and exchange turn out to be 
extremely important perhaps suggest two different things, one of 
which is may be very useful in what we are going to say and one 
which may emphasise the limitations of the some of the that we are 
have been looking at.

There are several different varieties of justice which would be treat-
ed within a Scholastic treatise on the nature of justice. They would 
emphasise that in exchange what we would be thinking about is 
commutative justice, equality on both sides within a contract. But 
what if were thinking about society as a whole we would expect to 
see some kind of distributive justice.

Now here is something which may seem slightly unusual, there was 
one situation upon which all scholastic commentators are agreed 
that the taking of interest on loans is acceptable and this is where 
a loan is given ‘ad pompam’. What does this mean? There are 
certain people in society that need to maintain their status, it could 
be a Bishop or a Prince. So this Bishop or Prince borrows money 
in order to demonstrate munificence. If it is borrowed for that pur-
pose then it is valid at that point to charge interest, because it is 
not being lent in order to exploit any kind of need. So that is one 
possibility. 

Where I think it becomes extremely interesting, and where if I had 
more time I would talk much more, is about the Franciscans. They 
were a very large order, at their peak perhaps 0.5% of the male 
population of France and Italy were members and at that stage 
there is evidence that they were drawing their members mainly 
from the merchant classes. So these were people saying to their 
contemporaries that they were voluntarily poor but they were also 
people who understood commercial transactions. 

The Franciscans originally stood out within society, originating in a 
pietistic lay group. Francis did not set out to found an order, unlike 

Dr Robbie Mochrie  
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Dominic who set up his preaching order 800 years ago. People 
came to Francis and wanted to follow him. Eventually Francis real-
ises that he had to get the authorisation of the Pope, because oth-
erwise his followers could end up being seen as another heretical 
lay organisation. 

So the Pope recognised the Franciscans as a religious order. It 
took another eight years for Francis to write the Rule for the Order 
that the Pope was willing to accept because there were so many 
unorthodox elements to Francis’ beliefs. Another interesting point: 
the Franciscans started their ministries in towns and cities. 

If you look at the old Cistercian monasteries within Europe, many 
built at almost the same time, they are built to exactly the opposite 
pattern – the traditional monastic practice of going into the country. 
This is another part of what might be considered this precursor 
of industrial revolution. In Cistercian monasteries, we see factories 
being built, in which on one side there was prayer and on the other 
side, it might be manufacturing of wine or the curing of leather. The 
Cistercians in Yorkshire became the biggest wool traders in Eu-
rope. So, business on one side and religion on the other side. The 
Cistercians’ charism took them out into poor areas of the world 
and so, for example, the city of Hull was founded around the Cis-
tercian monastery.  It became a large port but at the time the mon-
astery was founded it was a marsh. 

Franciscans, as I say, take the exact opposite approach. They 
founded their missions within cities and in this period when eco-
nomic development was taking place, people came to the Fran-
ciscans and asked, “What should I do with my money? How do 
I use my money licitly?” With many of them coming from families 
in which trading activity was perfectly normal - socially they were 
quite different in nature from the other religious orders of the time, 
who drew their members from noble families and military orders. 

The advice that they give had many interesting features. I have a 
colleague at Heriot-Watt who is arguing that Peter Olivi, the great 
Franciscan mystic, actually anticipated many of the arguments that 
were developed in the 17th century about the objective nature of 
probability and so he was able to argue in the 13th century that 
certain kinds of financial derivatives were in fact actual licit con-
tracts.  Turning to John Duns Scotus, my own little contribution 
to intellectual history was reading through his treatment of interest 
and I was fascinated to see that towards the end of it he suddenly 
changes from using the word ‘usuarius’ for the lender, somebody 
who is a user, to foenerator. I thought, “Hold on, that’s a business, 
what Duns Scotus is saying is there are some of you (laymen) who 
are in the business of advancing money.” 

This is perhaps the first attempt to argue that if you are essentially 
advancing money as a business, then there is a skill involved in that, 
and there is risk involved in that. You are allowed therefore to take 
a return if you are actually creating or making business in that way. 
This indicates that as early as in the beginning of the 14th century 
we already have Franciscans breaking down the arguments about 
what constitutes business and what constitutes good reasons for 
taking interest and saying is ‘Yes there is a market emerging here, 
and that market means people have many opportunities to lend 
and so will be selecting the best opportunities to lend. The fair – or 
just – rate of interest is now greater than zero.” 

So they are saying that because economic conditions have 
changed, our teaching on taking of interest should also change. 
That is by no means accepted immediately. This is ‘Ivory Tower’ 
thinking in many ways. 

Let me give you a simple example to finish off with, one which is 
perhaps timely since it is 400 years since Shakespeare’s death. In 
the ‘Merchant of Venice,’ we have a story of a merchant, Antonio, 
who enters into a contract with a money lender, Shylock. There is 
no interest on the loan, but Shylock puts in a clause effectively tak-
ing advantage of the title called ‘damnum emergens’, that is to say 
he is going claim recompense if he should suffer a loss when there 
is late payment. Antonio is such a faithful Christian that he doesn’t 
even insure his ships, so when they are all lost he is unable to make 
payment. Shylock then looks to the contract and says, “Not only 
can I claim the principal but I can also in effect claim the interest. I 
haven’t specified the interest in terms of money, I have defined it in 
terms of a pound of flesh cut from nearest to your heart.”

That in the 16th century was where taking interest was still seen, 
at least in popular thought. So even though in intellectual terms 
the taking of interest could be justified in certain ways from the 
beginning of the 14th century, it is probably not until two centuries 
later that it becomes socially acceptable (although thinking again 
about Shakespeare, his father went to jail for charging interest on 
loans so it was obviously something that was not widespread!).  
Indeed it has often been pointed out that in Canon Law the repeat-
ed requirements and Papal Bulls for banning interest indicate that 
throughout history not only lay people but also clerics were quite 
happy to lend at interest. 

Thank you very much.
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Bismillahir Rahmani Rahim, Wa salatu wa salamu ala rasulilah sah-
bahi ajmain.

What I’m going to do is share with you a little bit of background of 
how Islamic law developed from the very beginning during the time 
of the prophet, because when we talk about financial matters it is 
very much related to Islamic law and we can see the different de-
velopments that have taken place from the very beginning till now. 
If you talk about banking and you look into the classical Islamic 
books you won’t find the term ‘Bank’. But for the past almost 40 
years the concept of Islamic bank has been developed and some 
of the principles that were there in the classical books of Islamic law 
have been used in order to develop the different products within 
Islamic finance at the moment. 

Now if you look during the time of the prophet Mohammed (peace 
be upon him) as we know the Quran was revealed during that par-
ticular time in the period of about 23 years in which 13 years were 
in Mecca and another 10 years were in Medina. So during that time 
the only reference or source of law at that particular moment was 
the Quran and the ‘Sunnah’ of the prophet which is the sayings 
and action of the prophet. One interesting thing that happened at 
that time was that there was a moment when the prophet sent 
one of his companions to Yemen, by the name of Muaz ibn Jabal, 
and as in those days there were no means of communication and 
Yemen is far from the centre of Islam, he asked Muaz that if you 
are confronted with any issues then how would you judge? His 
response was “I will refer to the text of the Quran” and the prophet 
asked him again that if he couldn’t find anything in the Quran, what 
will you do? Then he said “I will refer to your saying, your actions 
and whatever I have gathered from you”. Then the prophet said 
what would you do if still you couldn’t find anything then what will 
be the solution and how can you respond to the question? Then he 
said that I will exercise my view, my opinion at my discretion based 
on the principles that were laid down in the texts i.e. the Qur’an 
and Sunnah.

Here if you look back into the history you have the interpretation 
of the text of the sayings and actions of the prophet (pbuh), so the 
reliance when we talk about Islamic law is firstly you rely on the text 
and secondly on deduction and interpretation of what is there in 
the text. So we can say that even during the time of the prophet 
(pbuh) the foundation for using one’s view and interpretation has 
been laid down. Indeed, the prophet was very happy with the re-
sponse given by Muaz when he said he will use deductions based 
on the principles laid down in the texts. That was the foundation 
of the methodology that was developed at that particular time. As 
I mentioned during that particular period the sole reference was 
to the prophet and the text. Having said that there are instances 
which indicate that there were deductions and interpretations of 
the sayings of the prophet during that particular period. 

One of the example of the usage of deductions during the time of 
the prophet is when the prophet and his companions were walking 
towards a certain destination and before they started their journey 
the prophet gave them an order. The order can roughly be trans-
lated as ‘No one should perform their evening prayer except in a 
place named Banu Quraiza’, so all of them walked with the proph-
et. When they started their walk the time of evening prayer had not 
yet started. As they were walking and got to half way through their 
journey the evening prayer time began so some of the companions 
stopped and performed their prayer and some of the other com-
panions, continued their journey up to the destination and prayed 
there.

This incident was narrated to the prophet and the prophet did not 
blame those who have prayed during the journey. The reason be-
ing that some of the companions interpreted the instructions of 
the prophet literally but some of them interpreted the same text 
and tried to understand what is the wisdom, what is the reason, 
why the prophet (pbuh) said this. Their understanding was that 
“the prophet wanted us to hurry so we can reach there in time 
for prayer, but since the time began before we arrived there we 
can perform the prayer”. So this two approach in interpreting the 
text are both acceptable as I mentioned.  When the Prophet was 

Professor Dr Mohamad Akram Laldin  
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informed about this he did not say that interpretation was wrong. 
He accepted both way the text was being interpreted. 

So interestingly we can see in the development of Islamic law in-
cluded in finance, this line of interpretation has been developed 
and even until now in Islamic finance we have different views and 
different interpretations and some of the scholars are very much 
into looking at the literal interpretation of the text and some will try 
to look into the wisdom behind a particular ruling.

Later on we can see during the period of the Caliphate the source 
of the Islamic law has expanded.  During the time of the prophet 
it was only the Quran and the tradition of the prophet but then 
upon the demise of the prophet then the scholarship of Islamic law 
further developed. Of course with the development of Islam which 
has taken place with the spread of Islam in different places, you 
can see that scholars in the different jurisdictions have developed 
their own methodology of interpretation and the result is we have 
at least four famous schools of Islamic law.  

First we have the Hanafi School which was developed in what is 
Iraq today. Then we have the Maliki school. The Hanafi school are 
very much into the interpretative mode meaning that they try to find 
wisdom in the injunction as to what was revealed in the Quran, in 
the Sunnah of the prophet (pbuh), in contrast to the Maliki school 
approach, where they are very much textual in nature. Why? This 
is because the Hanafi school of thought was developed in Iraq and 
this is far from Medina, the cradle of regulation at that particular 
time. So the resources that were available in Iraq were quite limited 
compared to what was available in Medina where the companions 
were there at that particular time. So the use of intellect and inter-
pretation and deduction is more developed in Iraq compared with 
what was there in Medina. 

Later on we have the Shaafi school. Interestingly enough, Shaafi 
was the student of Imaam Malik, the founder of the Maliki school 
as well as one of the students of Imam Abu Hanifa, the founder of 
the Hanafi school. So his methodology is combining to a certain 

extent his two teachers’ methodology. Then we have the Hanbali 
school on the other side.

So throughout this period the sources of Islamic law have devel-
oped which the scholars have classified into the primary sources 
and the secondary sources, the primary sources being the Quran 
and the Sunnahs of the prophet (pbuh) and then as further prima-
ry sources we have consensus of opinion which was developed 
during the Caliphate period.  Whenever there was an issue the Ca-
liphate would call the renowned scholars and discuss with them 
the issues and try to find the solution.  Then you have analogical 
deduction where the text of the Quran is being used as the basis 
to draw an analogy with other instances e.g. the consumption of 
liquor is prohibited in Islam and there is a verse in the Quran to that 
effect and the scholars will find what are the reasons or wisdom 
behind the rule that liquor is forbidden. One of the reasons is be-
cause it intoxicates so by analogy any other substance that gives 
the same effect as alcohol also can be considered as taking the 
same ruling, so we can make an analogy between this and any 
other situation. 

Those are the four primary sources and then we have the second-
ary sources. These are quite wide, taking into consideration juris-
diction preferences, the public interest, custom and the practise 
of the people, and then you have the presumption of continuity. 
In the case of the Maliki school, they even take the practice of the 
people of Medina as a secondary source which is very much de-
ductive in nature where we don’t find a direct indication in the text. 
So through the understanding of the text and through the under-
standing of the sources available the scholar will try to understand 
the philosophy behind certain rulings that appear in the Quran and 
they will come up with their own interpretation. If we look into the 
development of Islamic finance, one important principle in Islamic 
finance or financial matters as a whole is the maxim that says in 
Arabic ‘ Al Asl fi al-asyaa’ al-ibahah - in financial transactions or 
in commercial matters, originally everything is allowed until there 
is provision saying otherwise. This has opened up the room for 
interpretation and innovation and for coming up with something 
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new and if we look at matters related to commercial transactions, 
the Quran and the traditions of the prophet (pbuh) do not divulge 
into much detail. What is available is the general principle, for ex-
ample the principle of equality and of social justice. So these are 
the parameters that the Quran has laid down, and it is the job of the 
scholars to look further into the different scenarios available and try 
to explain matters in the light of the general principle that is avail-
able in the Quran as well as in the Sunnah of the prophet (pbuh).

One of the means that is also employed when it comes to Islamic 
finance is to look into what is called a ‘legal stratagem’.  If I can just 
read the dictionary definition of legal stratagem, it is defined as the 
use of acumen and ingenuity to avoid difficulty to one’s commit-
ment to Sharia rulings in financial and economic matters. In Islamic 
finance there is now discussion of how to find a way out, in order to 
allow certain kind of transaction even though sometimes there are 
interpretations that say what is proposed is quite similar to some 
other usurious transactions. I’ll give you some examples in Islamic 
finance in commercial transactions.  As an example, if a landowner 
wants his ‘lessee’ to pay land tax or whatever tax is imposed which 
is originally the landowner’s obligation, it is impermissible for him to 
stipulate a condition that the lessee has to pay the tax because the 
obligation to pay the tax lies with the owner of the underlying asset. 
So what is the way out? The way out for this situation is that the 
landowner leases his land to the lessee with an increment on the 
rental equal to the amount of the tax and then the landowner del-
egates the lessee to pay the tax on his behalf using the increment 
from the rental fee and it is set off against the rental. So this is quite 
common in Islamic finance, sometimes there is the delegation by 

the owner of the asset to the lessee to comply with a certain obli-
gation that is originally supposed to be done by the lessor.

One of the very common kinds of transaction that we find in Islam-
ic finance nowadays is that in order for a person to obtain cash 
for example there are certain underlying contracts being used to 
obtain cash. If I am in need of cash and I am taking a loan with 
interest that is strictly forbidden from a Shariah point of view, so 
what is being done by some banks to permit personal financing in 
Islamic finance? The bank will buy certain assets on behalf of the 
customer, with this being done on deferred payment terms, then 
the same assets will be sold by the customer and the customer will 
obtain cash from the transaction. So on one side he will have the 
deferred obligation that he has to repay and on the other side he 
will obtain cash. So if you look at this at the macro level the result 
is that the customer obtains cash but the cash is obtained through 
different transactions, i.e. there is some underlying buying and sell-
ing transaction being done in order to obtain the cash. So these 
are some of the examples that I can give, even though there are 
discussion amongst the scholars whether they are valid. This kind 
of underlying transaction certain scholars categorise as ‘the back-
bone’ to usury therefore they disallow that kind of transaction but 
the prevalent view amongst the scholars in Islamic finance is that 
even though the end result of the outward transactions is similar to 
the conventional approach, if all the requirements in the transac-
tions are undertaken, then it is allowed from a Sharia point of view. 

Thank you very much.

Professor Dr Mohamad Akram Laldin
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Islamic Finance Council UK

The UKIFC was established in 2005 as a specialist advisory and 
developmental body focused on promoting and enhancing the 
global Islamic and ethical finance industry. As a dynamic and for-
ward-thinking not-for-profit organisation the UKIFC’s Advisory 
Board Members, who provide pro bono support, have defined and 
evolved the role the organisation plays in making a tangible impact 
in the global Islamic and ethical finance sectors. Principle service 
areas are: Advisory, Ethical Finance, Training and Awareness and 
Thought Leadership.

The UKIFC has been recognised globally for its work in promoting 
shared values and increasing connectivity between ethical and Is-
lamic finance stakeholders across the UK. For more than 5 years 
the UKIFC has been leading an award winning debate on ethical 
finance through a series of events based in Edinburgh.

www.ukifc.com 

Church of Scotland 

The Church of Scotland is Scotland’s national church and is also 
one of the UK’s largest charities. It serves almost 400,000 mem-
bers, with more regularly involved in local congregations and our 
community work. Within the organisation, the Church has around 
800 ministers serving in parishes and chaplaincies, supported by 
professional and administrative staff. The Church has a proud tra-
dition of working to benefit those less well off in society, and cam-
paigns on a range of economic and social welfare issues.

www.churchofscotland.org.uk
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